2007 chevy colorado fuel pump

One of the worst problems that can happen to a vehicle is a bad fuel pump. Without gas your
Colorado will not run at all. With that in mind, most of the symptoms of a bad fuel pump revolve
around the vehicle stalling out or not running at all. While being in the fuel tank makes the pump
more reliable, it also makes it a lot more difficult to get to. The good news is that fuel pumps are
inexpensive. The bad news is that they cost a lot in terms of labor to repair and replace. The
engine may throw a P trouble code. Any trouble codes that exist could be a clue. Sometimes
when there is low fuel pressure, you may also get an oxygen sensor related trouble code as
well. The real issue with diagnosing a bad fuel pump is that it resembles many other vehicular
issues in terms of symptoms. One of the most common signs that a fuel pump is going bad is a
whining sound. The whining sound can indicate that the fuel pump is going out before there are
any performance based issues. Keeping an open ear can save you from getting stuck
somewhere with a bad fuel pump. Typically, if you are heading up a hill or accelerating the
engine may start to feel like it is just running out of steam. Now, a bad fuel pump can also feel a
heck of a lot like a bad catalytic converter. Both conditions will make the motor feel like it is
running out of wind when you hit the gas. A bad catalytic converter will not feel as jarring. If you
are unsure, check out this article on troubleshooting catalytic converters. If you get P or P
trouble codes with a scanner, it very well may be the catalytic converter causing these
symptoms. One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel pump is going to be that the your
Colorado is difficult to start. A fuel pump that is going out is going to feel the same as a bad fuel
filter. This makes telling if you have a bad fuel pump vs bad fuel filter very challenging. How do
you tell them apart? A clogged fuel filter will have high pressure on its input side and low
pressure on its output side. A bad fuel pump will have low pressure on both sides. They are
both going to cause the same hesitation at high speed and difficulty starting. The only way to
truly tell is to place a fuel pressure gauge on both sides of the line and get a reading from both.
A priming fuel pump sounds like a high-pitched whine for a few seconds and can be heard with
a sharp engine right after the ignition key is turned, but before the starter is engaged. The
symptoms of a bad fuel pump match a lot of other common problems that can occur in the
Chevy Colorado. Testing the pump and pressure on each side of it are going to be the quickest
ways to rule it out. If there is anything you would like to add, please leave a comment below.
Good luck! Challenges Starting the Engine One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel pump is
going to be that the your Colorado is difficult to start. The truck was randomly letting me set
and had gotten up to about 12 incidences a month. Would always have to wait ten minutes
before it would clear and restart. I had just about given up and was ready to purchase a bypass
kit for the anti-theft system when I finally figured out a process to trouble shoot the system.
Following are my findings. The same problem of cranking but not starting unless waiting
minutes in my case was with the anti-theft system. My system had finally gotten up to about 12
incidents per month. If when cranking to start, the computer does not see a valid ignition code,
it will still allow the engine to crank and the fuel pump to run, but will not deliver any fuel
through the injectors. After an approximately 10 minute delay, it will reset and allow the vehicle
to start if it then recognizes a valid code from the ignition. This is a very hard problem to trouble
shoot as it is so intermittent. It will probably not show up at the dealers. Most manuals will
mention something about the 10 minute delay with the anti-theft system, but will not say that it
can occur from using a valid key, and will usually say what kind of display will be on the
instrument panel. The dealer will usually start with replacement of the ignition module cheapest
part of the anti-theft system and if that does not correct the problem, will move on to the body
control module. Replacement may fix the problem, but it may return after some time. In my case,
it appears to have been invisible oxidation corrosion on one of the connectors in the anti-theft
circuit. The signals in this circuit are low voltage, low current signals and are very susceptible
to any increased resistance in the circuit. Humidity and temperature changes as well as
dis-similar metals in connectors can cause a slight resistance over time that will give the
computer a false signal that will not allow it to start. I then did the same for the plug at the
bottom of the steering column, and all plugs at the body control module, except that because
these were easier to access than the ignition module plug, I didn't coat these with WD, so that if
the problem came back, I could then independently one at a time find out which of these plugs
was the culprit. Well, it has been a year now and I have been problem free. The only indication
of the problem will be that when it doesn't start, and you just let the key go back to run without
turning it off, the anti-theft indicator lamp will blink, instead of of being on steady, or a message
about the anti-theft system problem will show on the message display. It will not set any codes
that will show up on a code reader. You can see when the circuit resets by leaving the ignition
on and waiting for the light to quit blinking, or the display message go away, at which point you
can try to restart, and most times it will. Occasionally, it will take two or three attempts for it to
get a valid signal due to the connection problem a 20 to 40 minute period. It is still a pain and

time consuming to deal with, but it may save the cost of components that are not bad. In my
case, I think that if I had left the dealer replace the ignition module, it would have appeared to fix
the problem as it would have made a new connection by unplugging the old module and
cleaned off some of the oxidation when plugging in the new module and it probably would have
worked for another month to a year and then happened again, making it appear that the module
was the problem and that the modules weren't holding up, but that the module didn't really have
a problem. I have experienced this kind of connector problem with different circuits on other
brand vehicles and other electrical equipment in my line of work in all cases of which no
component was replaced, but that if it had been, the electrical connection would have been
restored because of disconnection and reconnecting making it appear that the component was
bad. There have probably been a lot of expensive good parts replaced because of these kinds of
problems. This applies to vehicles that have the code chip in the key as well. Thanks to a
generous service manager giving me information on locations of components and information
for replacing the ignition module and reprogramming the ignition code without a computer, I
was able to troubleshoot my problem without replacing any components. Please feel free to
re-post or get this information disseminated for any other troubled souls with this problem. Also
note: If the vehicle shuts off while running after starting, then this will not be the complete
answer. I bought this truck from a used car. It will not start then wait 10 minutes and it starts
again. I would appreciate if you could get ahold of me or wife and let me know what to do and
see if theres a recall on them. My name is Ron wife is Candy my phone number is Thank You. At
gas station paid for gas fillup tank. But engine is turning over after several attempts and or
hours of waiting vehicle will start as nothing wrong. Any Ideas Tyre Stone Mta. Occasionally
after a short stop, the engine wouldn't start. It would crank furiously. This happened 4 times,
about every 2 months, but would start after waiting about 15 minutes. The next 3 times this
happened I called GM and filed a complaint. The next time it happened the 3rd report to GM I
decided to try to swap the relay earlier the 2nd Chevy dealer said it could be the Crank Position
Sensor so I swapped it out- no help. Inside the relay housing I easily found the Fuel relay and
next to it was the horn relay exact duplicate. This intermittent failure to start though it turns over
is bitchy; there were no computer codes showing the malfunction. The GM computer showed a
history of a body code. At first, it appeared to be a fuel pump problem. The Chev shop thinks it's
the anti theft on the ignition switch. They have to keep the truck until the problem occurs for
them. This is after one tow and 2 cabs. You would think Chev would have fixed their anti theft
devices after their sorry history with other models. I don't know how long it will take for the
Chev dealer to have the problem with starting. Next time the Colorado doesn't start the newly
entered code picked up by the GM computer will point to the problem. Most likely it is a faulty
anti-theft ignition switch. Update from Jun 16, : after talking with other Chev Colorado owners, I
discovered that the anti theft device has a computer delay on the ignition. It times out the
ignition and after a while it will work again. There was still a problem after the codes were
cleared, but the time outs were much shorter and eventually went away entirely. Other Colorado
owners had the same problem with changing the battery or letting the truck sit for a while. Each
time they eventually got it started and went to the dealer to get the engine codes cleared. There
weren't any warnings in the manual. The Chev dealer only gave me hints at what the problem
was. Spend thousands of dollars and then some tricky ignition time out with not one note about
it. Is this Chev's way of making money, getting you to go to the dealer? Update from May 12, : It
is the anti theft on the ignition. The anti theft times out if you wait long enough. An expensive
fix. The ignition is expensive as well. Also the fan speed switch failed. Eventually, once you
have waited for years, the anti theft on the ignition corrects itself What nerd thought up this
device, probably invents malware in his spare time. If you have a for-profit service, contact us.
Most Common Solutions: not sure 2 reports replace relay 1 reports restoring clean connection
in anti-theft circuit plugs 1 reports wait forever and it will forget it has a problem 1 reports. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Colorado problem yet. Be the first!
Find a good Chevrolet mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code:
A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Not what you are looking for?
Search for something else:. Fuel pumps are a simple and rugged part of the fuel system. They
are usually found inside of the fuel tank and are responsible for sending fuel from the tank to
the engine. Because this job is very important and the location of the fuel pump is so difficult to
access, the pump is built to be tough. There is really no reason to preemptively replace the fuel
pump before , miles. Fuel pumps have been known to last for over , miles in some cases. After ,
miles, the failure of the pump is likely enough that if you are replacing a major part in the fuel
system nearby, it may be advantageous to replace it at the same time. General use and fuel
quality are the two biggest factors that contribute to the lifespan of the fuel pump. There are a

few ways that the average driver can extend the life of their fuel pump with very little effort:.
Avoid gas pumps and gas stations that appear poorly maintained. If there is water in the gas or
corrosion on the nozzles, this can cause damage to the fuel system and shorten the life of the
fuel pump. Cheap gas is just fine, as fuel quality is well regulated in the US, but gas pumps in a
state of disrepair are still present on occasion. It is usually unnecessary to preemptively replace
the fuel pump, but if there is another service being performed on the vehicle that involves
removing the gas tank, and the current fuel pump has been running for over , miles, then
replacing it could save money and time in the long run. If the fuel pump seems to be surging
and then not delivering enough fuel, get it inspected by a qualified mechanic right away. The
fuel system is necessary to keep the car running and a poorly maintained fuel system is
downright hazardous. The most popular service booked by readers of this article is Fuel Pump
Replacement. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over services, including diagnostics,
brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary
parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online
quotes for your car repair. Fuel Pump Replacement Cost. Service Location. What makes a fuel
pump last longer? There are a few ways that the average driver can extend the life of their fuel
pump with very little effort: Always keep the tank at least a quarter of the way full. Gas acts as a
coolant for the fuel pump, and if the tank runs dry then there is no liquid to cool the pump.
Overheating shortens the life of the fuel pump. The weight of the fuel helps move it out of the
tank, and with less fuel there is less pressure pushing it through the fuel pump, meaning there
is more effort taken by the pump shortening its life. Impurities and any debris from gasoline or
from dust and dirt that has gotten into the tank will sink to the bottom. When the fuel on the
bottom of the tank is sucked into the fuel pump, the debris could cause damage. The fuel filter
can protect the injectors and engine from debris but the pump is affected. Keep the fuel system
maintained. Parts in the fuel system are meant to function for a long time if maintained
correctly. With regular inspections and fuel filter replacements, the parts will last as long as the
manufacturer intends. Make sure the gas cap has a good seal, otherwise fuel vapor can get out,
and dust and debris can get in. When should the fuel pump be replaced? Home Articles. The
statements expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be independently
verified. Please see our terms of service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings.
YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles. Recent Fuel Pump Replacement reviews. Excellent
Rating. Rating Summary. Bryant 12 years of experience. Request Bryant. Sorry this review is so
late in coming. Bryant was on time, correct in his diagnosis, and efficient in his fix. I will use this
service again based on this experience! Bryant was great. Car runs as should. Billing is messed
up. Invoice states Caz 17 years of experience. Request Caz. This is the second five star review I
am giving Caz Showalter. Read my previous review to learn of my excellent first experience with
Caz. The fuel pump failed 7 days after it was installed. The van died going up a hill in my
apartment complex and never started again. I had to roll it backward into a parking place in a
public area by the mailboxes. The apartment complex was not happy. Caz's work carried a 12
month, 12, mile warranty through yourmechanic. It took a few days, and some prodding of the
people at yourmechanic. He dropped my fuel tank and replaced the pump right there where it
sat. Bad news, though. This pump was bad too. Caz ordered me a new pump, a different brand
name, from his known reputable parts dealer, and was over the next day to install it. He
rearranged his schedule to get me back on the road. The pump continues to work well, and it is
because of Caz's work ethic, sense of pride, and ability to troubleshoot problems. Another great
job, Caz. Caz checked in with me ahead of my appointment, which was scheduled for a morning
following a rainy night. My vehicle was parked outdoors in the open, so he took some extra time
to get wet weather gear before coming to fix the vehicle so that he could be comfortable and do
a good job. Once here, Caz was quick and efficient with the repair he replaced my fuel pump, a
big job and communicated with me the whole time. Upon completion I checked the vehicle out,
and we had a great discussion about my vehicle and cars in general. Thanks, Caz! Raymond 27
years of experience. Request Raymond. He did a great job on my truck I greatly appreciate the
service and the quality work that was done and I will defiantly be using you guys to work on my
next car. Awesome worker, very professional will recommend this mechanic to anyone that
needs a job done right. Ruben 17 years of experience. Request Ruben. Ruben is a very
proficient Mechanic, with good work ethics and manners. He took time to explain the pertinent
issues and answer all my questions in detail. He appears to be very knowledgeable about
Mercedes, as evident by his explanations regarding the Service he provided and my Car in
general. Need Help With Your Car? Related articles. How to Tune and Adjust Your Carburetor
While all modern cars use computer-controlled fuel distribution systems, there are still many
vehicles on the road that employ the traditional carbureted method of Read more. The The fuel
tank is responsible for holding the gas or diesel that runs the vehicle. Obviously, this job is very

important. On top of being extremely inconvenient, a leaking or faulty fuel tank is downright
hazardous. Gas vapor is But you may wonder what the minimum amount of gas is that
starter honda accord
polaris sportsman 500 repair manual
2006 bmw 325xi fuse box
you should always have in your fuel tank. Some experts claim that you should Related
questions Car passed inspection but when I took it in I was told it never should have passed. Hi
there. Different people who check the emissions on a vehicle may only check the computer and
the gas cap. They may not check under the vehicle for any signs of fuel leakage. That is
probably why the vehicle passed Have smoke and fuel coming out of exhaust pipe The pressure
regulator is usually located on the fuel rail and is easily accessible. But I wouldn't change it
unless you've done a fuel pressure test. There are a number of other things that could be wrong
that would lead Car cutting off I would not think an O2 sensor would cause a stall and no or
hard restart. I would think you have a problem with a fuel pump or pump power supply problem.
This could cause O2 sensor codes if vehicle Browse other content. Schedule your Fuel Pump
Replacement today! Fuel Pump Replacement Price. How can we help? Read FAQ.

